NEWSUNIT December 18, 2008, 2008
http://www.mayopia.com/UNITSOUTHD/UNITSOUTHD.html
Rupert says, “Shoot with a Camera--Fight with a Pen—Tow with Greenwood”.

This page will be hand-dropped in every mail slot on the block—it concerns
the Block. It is also sent out by e-mail and posted on the WEB.
A vehicle on the block was recently relieved of its contents by a passerby—a
reminder to keep your doors locked and valuables out of sight. This is also one of
the more reasonable “Please move along” reasons to give to anyone loitering in the
park. “Do you want to be blamed for missing things? Should I call the cops?”
They move along. That also goes for the alley behind the houses where occasional
people hang out occasionally when they turn into some other life form without
compassion or common sense in their lives, stalking or creeping about with a jug
or pipe. Hopkins is up the street.
By now everyone is somewhat familiar with the vehicles parking—please
keep an eye open for unusual sightings since the holidays are upon us and people
come and go. Excessive smoke and bouncing autos or vans should be observed
more closely than others since we should learn something new everyday.
Though Lorie M has signed the Units papers for park ownership we are still
waiting for the appropriate signatures from the City of Baltimore. Home owners
are asked to keep up their Dues with Jerry since Insurance will be due in the next
few months and perhaps a meeting about tree topping and walkway repair are in
order since that WISH LIST of 18 months ago was only that—a wish.
Just a reminder that the SECOND and FOURTH FRIDAY of each
MONTH is recycling day and mixed plastics, glass, aluminum, paper and
cardboard are collected. The parking rules will continue to be enforced; to anyone needing
a copy of the bylaws they are available at the site listed at the top of the page. It is also necessary
to keep the walkway clear in the park for the rest of the neighborhood; please do your part in
asking the drug addicts and drunks to move along.
Happy Hanukah, holy Festivus, Merry Christmas, whatever Kwanzaa, and what’s next
New Year
This community note is brought to you by the publishers of:
Hey, Diddle Diddle—Blood is the Riddle; Dust, Rainbows and Dirty Sox;
TAI-CHI-ONE ;and Drugs, Rainbows and Dirty Words
All are available at http://www.mayopia.com; http://www.amazon.com
Anyone wishing to comment:
http://www.tai-chi-one.com/BLOGCHI1/

